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1. Introduction. In this paper we study a Lagrange Galerkin nite element approximation of a degenerate parabolic system, as it arises in the modelling of reactive solute transport in porous media, as soils or aquifers. The reaction, that we are going to take into account, is adsorption; that is, a retention/release reaction of the solute, e.g. a contaminant, with the porous skeleton. A macroscopic model has the form (c.f. On the other hand isotherms are monotone increasing, such that in the following we will consider monotone nonlinearities allowing for degenerate behaviour like (1.2) at the origin. The rate parameter k is assumed to be a positive constant. The underlying water ow regime, described by the water content and the volumetric water ux q, THIS WORK WAS SUPPORTED BY A BRITISH{GERMAN ARC GRANT. y SUBMITTED TO SIAM J. NUMER. ANAL. z DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, IMPERIAL COLLEGE, LONDON SW7 2BZ, UK x INSTITUT F UR ANGEWANDTE MATEMATIK, UNIVERSIT AT ERLANGEN, MARTENSSTRASSE 3, 91058 ERLANGEN, GERMANY 1 in general leads to time and space dependent coe cients, but with a linear uniformly parabolic operator on u, due to @ t + r:q = 0; (x; t) 0 > 0 in Q T ; (1.3) and the positive de niteness of the di usion/dispersion matrix D(x), (cf. assumptions (D1)). As can be seen for the continuous case, see II Th.2.2 in 9], and our error analysis of the conforming Galerkin nite element approximation, see 3], we rely on a speci c testing procedure which only works under certain structural conditions on the coe cients. These conditions are ful lled for time-independent coe cients, i.e. for stationary water ow. For sake of simplicity, this time-independence is assumed from now on and to reduce notation, and the bulk density are assumed to be constant; i.e. = = 1 by scaling. Hence we consider (P) Find fu(x; t); v(x; t)g such that @ t u + @ t v ? r:(D ru) + q:ru = f in Q T ; @ t v = k('(u) ? v) in Q T ; u = 0 on @ (0; T] and u(x; 0) = g 1 (x); v(x; 0) = g 2 (x) 8 x 2 :
The non-Lipschitzian behaviour of ' at u = 0 can only play an important role if fronts, given by the boundary of the support of u (or v) in , do not vanish instantaneously, as for the heat equation, but are preserved; i.e. if the problem exhibits a nite speed of propagation property. This property is analysed in 9] for the onedimensional case and found to be characterised by 0 '(r) dr. This is ful lled by the example (1.2) and may be considered as the typical case in the following. The su ciency of (1.4) for a nite speed of propagation also carries over to the multi-dimensional case for general coe cients, see Theorem 2.3 below. Considering the typical example of the dynamics of a \con-taminant plume", i.e. a situation only a ected by non-vanishing initial conditions, the choice of homogeneous boundary conditions becomes of minor importance as for a given nal time T we can always choose the domain so large that the supports are contained in for t 2 0; T]. Therefore we consider homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. In this light also regularity requirements on the boundary of are unimportant. The non-degeneracy condition describes the minimal growth of u away from the front. This local behaviour of the pro le has only been analysed for travelling wave solutions (see 6]). We will assume later on, that ' is H older continuous near u = 0 with exponent p 2 (0; 1). If in addition the exponent is sharp, i.e.
'(u) u p for u 2 0; 0 ] and for some ; 0 > 0 (1.5) then travelling wave solutions satisfy A " (t) C" (N.D.)
(1.6a) where
m( " (s)) ds; (1.6b) " (t) fx 2 : u(x; t) 2 (0; " 1=(1?p) )g; (1.6c) and m is the Lebesgue measure. However, (1.6a) may well hold for a much larger class of solutions.
Our aim is to prove order of convergence estimates in energy norms for the Lagrange Galerkin approximation. It is well-known that for convection-dominated ow regimes, the standard Galerkin approximation is not appropriate anymore and various modi cations have been proposed, among them the Lagrange Galerkin approximation (or characteristic Galerkin or modi ed method of characteristics or EulerianLagrangian or semi-Lagrangian approximation...). This family of methods is quite popular in the simulation of ows in porous media and has been proposed and analysed independently in di erent elds ( 5] , 13]). Their common feature is an approximation of the convective transport along the characteristics overlaid by a Galerkin approximation of the di usive/dispersive transport. Order of convergence analysis mainly deals with the linear di usion-convection equation or the Navier-Stokes equations. The only paper, to our knowledge, which deals with a nonlinear problem , where the nonlinearity is non-Lipschitz as described above is 4], which considers problem (P) with alternative boundary conditions. The authors choose the same testing procedure based on 9], as we do. Exactly as we will do, they base the characteristic approximation only on the water ux q (the \pore velocity scheme") choose the implicit Euler scheme with a time step to discretize in time and ignore the e ect of numerical integration by employing the standard continuous piecewise linear Galerkin method on a quasi-uniform simplicial partition of with maximium element diameter h. With U the resulting discrete approximation to u, they prove an error estimate of the type ju ? Uj L 1 (0;T;L 2 ( )) C(h + p=2 ):
(1.7) Due to the nonlinear and degenerate nature of the problem, a deterioration of the convergence rate compared to the linear case has to be expected. However, note that in particular the estimate in time in (1.7) is poor for small p, leading to very small timesteps to balance the expected errors. Contrary to their approach, our analysis is centred on introducing a regularized system (P " ) obtained by substituting ' by a Lipschitz continuous ' " , di ering from ' only near the origin. In this way we can deal with ("-dependent) a priori estimates, which are not possible otherwise. In this way we can improve considerably on the error estimate (1.7), not only on the temporal error term, but also in the spatial one, in the norms considered and also by providing an error estimate for the v-component. Further improvements on 4] lie in the omission of a quasi-uniformity assumption on the partition and in the treatment of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions as opposed to a periodicity assumption. For their proper treatment we rely on the compact support property of the solution. Finally our error bounds apply both to the discretization of (P) and of (P " ) (with the appropriate adaption of " on the discretization parameters) such that one can decide algorithmically to solve the evolving nonlinear systems of algebraic equations regularized or non-regularized. One may wonder whether there are better approximation schemes, which take the nonlinearity into account in the de nition of the characteristics in accordance with its in uence on the speed of propagation. For the equilibrium case (k ! 1) an approach of this type, (the \fully implicit scheme") has been proposed in 10]. Despite various attempts, it has not been possible till now to extend the \fully implicit scheme" to the non-equilibrium case in a stable manner. In this light, a proper analysis of the \pore velocity scheme", as considered here, still seems to be desirable.
In the course of the analysis we make the following assumptions on the given data: (D1): By the last assumption in (D2) we do not neglect any important features, as for k ! 0 we expect convergence to the case of no reaction, i.e. to the linear di usion equation.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In the next section we establish the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (P) under assumptions (D1) by rstly establishing these results for a regularized version (P " ). In addition we establish a number of useful a priori estimates for (P " ), and (P), under assumptions (D1){(D4). In x3 under assumptions (D4) and (T) we improve considerably on the error bound (1.7).
Throughout the paper we adopt the standard notation for Sobolev spaces. We note that the seminorm j j H 1 ( ) and norm k k H 1 ( ) are equivalent on H 1 0 ( ). The standard L 2 inner product over is denoted by h ; i. Throughout C or C i denote generic positive constants dependent on the data, but independent of " the regularization parameter, h the mesh spacing and the time step.
2. The continuous problem. In this section we establish the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (P) and a number of useful a priori bounds. Firstly we introduce a regularized version of (P), for " 2 0; " 0 ] (" 0 as in (1.8c)): (P " ) Find fu " (x; t); v " (x; t)g such that @ t u " + @ t v " ? r:(D ru " ) + q:ru " = 0 in Q T ; 
fu " ; v " g is a weak solution to (P " ) if it is both a weak lower solution and a weak upper solution to (P " ). Similar de nitions hold for (P) with ' " in the above replaced by '. Proof. Existence of a solution to (P " ) with ux boundary conditions can be found in 9]. The proof consists of nding weak lower and upper solutions, fu; vg and fu; vg of (P " ), and then applying the Schauder xed point theorem. A modi cation of this proof for the present Dirichlet boundary conditions with D = I and q = 0, leading to the bounds (2.5a) and (2.5b), can be found in 2], see also 3]. This proof is easily adapted to the present case.
We now prove uniqueness. Assume there exist two weak solutions fu (i) " ; v (i) " g; i = 1; 2 to (P " ). Let e u " u (1) " ? u (2) " and e v " v (1) " ? v (2) " . Subtracting the rst equations in (P " ), using the test function ( ; s) k ?1 e u " ( ; s) + Gronwall's lemma then implies that ke u " k E2(k;t) 0 for all t 2 (0; T]; i.e. u (1) " = u (2) 
In addition the bounds (2.5a, 2.5b) hold true for fu; vg and in particular if g 1 , g 2 and f 0 then u, v 0 in Q T .
Proof. Existence of a solution fu; vg follows by letting " ! 0 in (P " ), from which it is clearly seen that bounds (2.5a, 2.5b) hold true for fu; vg; see Theorem 2.2 in 2] for details (the argument is independent of the special case D = I and q = 0 studied there). Uniqueness of a solution to (P) follows as for (P " ); that is (2.6) and (2.7) with " = 0 and noting (1.8a). Noting that '(u) = ' " ( ), where = ' ?1 " ('(u)) if '(u) 2 (0; '(" 1=(1?p) )) and = u otherwise, it follows from (2.9) and (2.2) that (2.12) Combining (2.11), (2.10) and applying Gronwall's lemma and noting (2.12) yields the desired result (2.8).
Because of the bounds in (2.5a) we now can x M in (2.1c) when dealing with u or u " . We now prove some useful bounds on the unique weak solution fu " ; v " g of (P " ), " 2 (0; " 0 ]. Lemma 2.1. Under assumptions (D2) we have for all " 2 (0; 13a) and (2.5b) . The second bound in (2.13b) follows from the rst, (2.4) and (2.5a).
We now prove the bound (2.13c). Applying standard regularity theory to (2.14), viewed as an elliptic equation for @ t u " , yields on noting (2.13a) and (2.5b) that k@ t u " k 2 L 2 (0;T;H 2 ( )) C j@ tt u " j 2 L 2 (QT ) + k 2 (Q T ) with a norm bounded independently of " and, making use of the explicit solution of the ordinary di erential equation, the same holds true for v " , and thus also for " . The assertion (2.22) for u " is implied by IV Th.5.2 in 12]. The result for v " then follows from noting that now ' " (u " ) 2 C p;p (Q T ) The above proof also applies to u and v. Theorem 2.3. Let the assumptions (D4) hold. If for t 2 0; T) u( ; t) and v( ; t) have compact support in , then there exists an t > 0 such that u( ; t + t) and v( ; t + t) also have compact support in .
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that t = 0. Let P be a convex polyhedron such that supp(u( ; 0)), supp(v( ; 0)) P , and for some b > 0 we have that b P , where b P is the polyhedron de ned on the basis of P by shifting each of its faces in the direction of its outward unit normal by the amount b. Such a polyhedron can always be constructed if the approximation of supp(u( ; 0)), supp(v( ; 0)) is good enough, using a su ciently large number of de ning hyperplanes, and taking into account the convexity of . 3. Lagrange Galerkin nite element approximation. We now consider a Lagrange Galerkin nite element approximation to (P " ) using continuous piecewise linears. Assuming (T) throughout, we introduce We consider the following Lagrange Galerkin nite element approximation of (P " ) by S h :
(P h; " ) Set U 0 " P 1 h g 1 and V 0 hV n " ; i + k hV n " ? ' " (U n " ); i = hV n?1 " ; i 8 2 S h :
We consider also the corresponding non-regularized approximation: (P h; ) Set U 0 P 1 h g 1 and V 0 P 0 h g 2 , then for n = 1 ! N nd U n 2 S h 0 and V n 2 S h such that hU n + V n ; i + hD rU n ; r i = hL q (U n?1 ) + V n?1 + f n ; i 8 2 S h 0 ; hV n ; i + k hV n ? '(U n ); i = hV n?1 ; i 8 2 S h :
In order to analyse these approximations we recall the following well-known identities:
(a n ? a n?1 ) (a n ? a n?1 )a n ] = 1 2 (a m ) 2 ?
(a n ? a n?1 ) 2 ] In addition we note the discrete Gronwall inequality: For > 0
(c i ) 2 n = 0 ! m:
Theorem 3.1. Assuming (D1) and (T), we have for all h, > 0 that there exist unique solutions fU n ; V n g N n=0 , fU n " ; V n " g N n=0 to (P h; ) and (P h; " ), " 2 (0; " 0 ], respectively. Furthermore, we have for all 0 that max
Proof. Eliminating V n " in the rst equation of (P h; " ) by using the second yields for n = 1 ! N that U n " 2 S h 0 satis es hU n " + k 1 + k ' " (U n " ); i + hD rU n " ; r i = hL q (U n?1
For n = 1 ! N, existence of a unique solution U n " ; V n " to (P h; " ) then follows from the monotonicity of ' " and the second equation of (P h; " ), respectively. The same argument, using the monotonicity of ', yields the existence of a unique solution fU n ; V n g N n=0 to (P h; ).
The proof of (3.9) is a discrete analogue of that of (2.8). We set E n U U n ? U n Analogously, choosing k ?1 E n U in (3.11b) and summing for n = 1 ! m yields equations, from which by the addition of (3.12) and (3.13) multiplied by k ?1 we derive for m = 1 ! N that 
The desired result (3.9) then follows for from (3. 16), (3.3) , hence su ciently small, (3.8) and (3.17) .
In order to prove an error bound for the approximations (P h; " ) and (P h; ), we require the following result. and n (u " ; v " ) := I n (v " ? ' " (u " )):
The rst part of the proof is similar to that of (3.9). Choosing The desired result for V n " in (3.23) then follows from (3.36), (3.32b) and the bound for ' " (U n " ) in (3.23). where U " (t) := U n " and V " (t) := V n " for t 2 ((n ? 1) ; n ]; n = 1 ! N.
Proof. The results (3.37a) and (3.38a) follow directly from (2.8), (3.1b), (2.13b) and (3.23), the latter on noting (1.6a). The results (3.37b{d) and (3.38b{d) follow similarly on noting (3.5b) and the following bounds. From (2.13a) it follows that where we have noted (3.1a) and (2.13b). where U(t) := U n and V (t) := V n for t 2 ((n ? 1) ; n ]; n = 1 ! N.
Proof. The results (3.42a{b) follow directly from (2.8), (3.1b), (2.13b), (3.23) and (3.9) on choosing " = Ch 2(1?p) " 0 . The results (3.42c{d) follow similarly on choosing " = Ch 4(1?p)=(1+p) " 0 and " = Ch 2(1?p)=(1+p) " 0 , respectively.
Note that these bounds are the same as proven in 2], 3] for the conforming Galerkin piecewise linear method without taking numerical integration into account. This is in accordance with corresponding results for the Lagrange Galerkin method for linear di usion-convection equations, see 5] .
